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Power System Balancing with Large Scale Wind
Power Integration
A. Suwannarat, B. Bak-Jensen and Z. Chen

Abstract--Power system starts to face problems of integrating
thousands megawatts of wind power, which produce in a
stochastic behaviour due to natural wind fluctuations. The rapid
power fluctuations from the large scale wind-farms introduce
several challenges to reliable operation and contribute to
deviations in the planned power generation which would lead to
power system control and power balancing problems. In this
paper, the impact of large scale wind power integration on power
balance is discussed. A scheme of Automatic Generation Control
(AGC) system which includes large scale wind-farms is
presented. The ability of the secondary control of conventional
power generating units and the spinning reserve from Combined
Heat and Power (CHP) units for maintaining the power balance
are investigated. Control concepts to achieve active power
balance with the increased wind power integration in power
system are discussed.

Power system simulations by using simplified models of an
AGC system with wind power integration, thermal power
generating unit and CHP unit in order to demonstrate the
behaviour of long-term stability under the dynamic behaviour
of the wind power sources are presented. Possible control
concepts to achieve active power balance with the increased
wind power integration are discussed.

Index Terms—Automatic Generation Control, Power System
Simulation, Power System Stability, Wind Energy, Wind Power
Generation

A. Wind Power Fluctuations
Wind power is characterized by fluctuations of the
produced active power due to the wind fluctuating nature.
Such fluctuations of the active power have been measured and
found to be in the time scale from tens of minutes to a few
hours [2]. In an off shore wind farm, the power fluctuations
can be much more intense than from the aggregated wind
power production on land, due to the geographically
distributed nature of wind production. With the increase of
large scale (off-shore) wind farms in the future, the fluctuating
nature of wind power may introduce several challenges to
reliable operation of the power system and would lead to
power system control and power balancing problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ARGE-scale wind turbines installation represents a new
challenge to the power system. The fluctuating nature of
wind power introduces several challenges to reliable operation
of the power system and contributes to deviations in the
planned power generation which would lead to power system
control and power balancing problems. Keeping the balance in
power systems simply mean that generation must meet
contract volume of power consumption [1]. Proper control
scheme is therefore developed to manage the imbalance. Wind
power represents a variable power generation source which
may contribute to the imbalance. Therefore, it should be
included in the control scheme. In this paper, the impacts of
large scale wind power integration on power systems with
regard to long-term stability are discussed. The scheme of an
Automatic Generation Control (AGC) system which includes
large scale wind-farms is presented and the ability of the
secondary control of conventional power generating units and
spinning reserve from CHP units for maintaining the power
balance is demonstrated.
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II. IMPACTS ON POWER SYSTEM STABILITY
In power systems where a significant part of the power
generation comes from wind turbines, system operation issues
become a challenge due to the normal variations in the
available wind power.

B. Large Scale Wind Power Integration
Wind power represents a variable generation source due to
changing wind conditions. System integration of large scale
wind power is raising a long list of important issues that must
be evaluated. This includes transmission capacity, frequency
stability, voltage stability, frequency control and reserves [3].
When integrating large scale wind power, the wind generation
must be estimated when establishing the detailed generation
plans for the conventional power plants. This is illustrated in
that total wind and thermal power generation must meet the
producers load in terms of contracts and market interchange.
Detailed system and design studies must be carried out in
order to find the best technical solution for dealing with these
issues. The major issue in this paper is to comply with the
fluctuating nature of wind power production.
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The power fluctuations generated by the wind-farms at
different weather conditions are of interest with respect to the
needed spinning reserve.
C. Power System Balancing
Due to the fluctuating and uncontrollable nature of wind
power as well as the uncorrelated generation from wind and
load, wind power generation has to be balanced with other fast
controllable generation sources. These include thermal power
generating sources, as well as spinning reserve from CHP
units, to smooth out fluctuating power from wind generators
and increase the overall reliability and efficiency of the power
system.
The power system frequency is the basic indication of the
system power balance between power generation and
consumption. If a substantial frequency drop is experienced,
the droop characteristic of the generators must be corrected in
order to find a new operation mode giving nominal frequency.
When planning the operation of the entire network, there must
be sufficient power available to cover both the long term
variation in load as well as transient power necessary for
power balance with regard to frequency stability
considerations.

Tertiary control is an economic dispatch. It is used to drive
the system as economically as possible and restore security
levels if necessary. Tertiary control is usually performed every
5 min [4].
AGC system represents an interesting scheme for
controlling the power balance and for distributing the
imbalance in an economical way in between selected units.
The concept of AGC can include all automatic active power
control actions except primary control. While speed governor
based primary control can be found in most units, the AGC
introduces a control feedback loop as illustrated in Fig. 1.

III. LOAD FREQUENCY CONTROL (LFC)
AGC is a control system having three major objectives to
hold system frequency at or very close, to a specified value, to
maintain the correct value of interchange power and to
maintain each unit’s generation at the nominal value (50 Hz).
A control area is defined as a part of an interconnected system
within which the power generation and consumption will be
controlled according to predefined rules for keeping the area
balance within limits.
A. Load Frequency Control and AGC control scheme
The main objectives of Load Frequency Control (LFC) are
to balance the power generation and the load consumption in
the control area to maintain the system frequency within
required ranges and to keep the power exchange between
areas at the scheduled values. LFC is organized in three levels.
Primary control is performed by the speed governors of the
power generating units, which vary load when frequency
changes to keep the instantaneous balance between power
production and consumption. With primary control, a
variation in system frequency greater than the dead band of
the speed governor will result in a change in unit power
generation. Generators are required to participate in this
control by setting the droop according to specifications by the
System Operator. Transients of primary control are in the
time-scale of seconds.
Secondary control restores system frequency to its nominal
value and also maintains the power interchange between areas
in systems with several control areas. It adjusts the load setpoint of the generators. Transients of secondary control are in
the order of minutes. Secondary control is also called
Automatic Generation Control (AGC).

Fig. 1. AGC system control scheme and primary control

B. AGC system with large scale wind power
When implementing large scale wind farms,
considerations should also include managing the variable
generation from wind turbines due to wind speed variations.
However, the total generation from a wind farm is usually
smoothed compared to variations from the individual wind
turbines.
For AGC purposes the variations in wind generation may
be measured at the point of common coupling. The
measurement is send to the dispatch centre and the control
system. The deviation in wind generation, that is deviation in
actual wind power generation from estimated generation,
contributes to Area Control Error (ACE), and is then
distributed according to participation factors (pf) among the
selected power generating units under the AGC system.
The principle of AGC has been introduced in section 3A
and the modifications needed for controlling wind power is
now presented. The control scheme is modified by an extra
control input path representing the actual wind power
generation and the estimated wind power production level.
Due to the wind speed variations and also the variations in
wind power generation, it is important to include this unstable
generation input in the AGC system. In Fig. 2, the scheme of
an AGC system which includes large scale wind-farms is
presented.
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The ACE is now represented by the contribution from
frequency deviations from thermal power generating unit and
the deviations from the wind power generation. In case of
several wind farms, the generation from each wind farm must
be send to the control centre. The ACE presented now reflects
the wind power generation. This is described in Fig. 2 and
mathematically written in (1) and (2).

AGC system has system variables with typical sample
times (TAGC) between 2 or 4 s. Then, AGC computes unit setpoints and sends them to the units. This set-point will be used
until the next execution of AGC, TAGC seconds later [5].
Based on measurement of system frequency and unit
generations, the AGC sends set point change commands to the
selected units, the selection may be based on several
objectives like economy, ramping capability or others,
determined by the participation factor (pf). The equations for
finding the power set-point for power generating units can be
written:
∆Pset = K*ACE + 1/T ∫ACE

(3)

where ∆Pset is correcting power set-point for selected unit.
K is the proportional factor (gain).
T is the integration time constant.
For the comparison of the strategies, a power system
having some units under AGC and others manually controlled
is considered. Various attributes are to be assessed over a
selected time window (duration of their comparison.) This
comparison is made when the system operates as a single
(isolated) control area. The concepts developed for the single
control area case are then extended to that of an
interconnection comprising several control areas (not included
in this paper).
IV. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

Fig. 2. AGC system with large scale wind power integration

The equations for AGC system with wind power
integration can be written:
ACE = -∆PGen - ∆f/R

(1)

∆PGen = ∆Pthermal + ∆Pwind

(2)

where ACE is the Area Control Error.
∆PGen is the deviation power generation from plan.
∆Pthermal is the deviation thermal power from plan.
∆Pwind is the deviation wind power from plan.
∆f is the frequency deviation in the system.
1/R is total frequency bias.
C. AGC system model
The model of the AGC system with wind power integration
for dynamic power system simulation in order to demonstrate
the behaviour of long-term stability under the dynamic
behaviour of the wind power sources is developed based on
the AGC system scheme in Fig. 2. To implement an AGC
system one would require information about the unit's MW
output for each thermal power generating unit, the total output
from the wind farm, the total MW generation schedule for the
total power generation from all units to be controlled in the
balance area, and the system frequency. The output of the
execution of the AGC is transmitted to each generating unit by
sending raise or lower pulses of varying lengths. The local
control system then changes the unit's generation reference set
point up or down in proportion to the pulse length [4].

In order to simulate a power system for system balancing
problems, simplified models of the power system, the wind
farms and the power generating units for long term stability
simulations are developed. Outline of a case study is showed
in Fig. 3, operation of a 120 MW wind-farm, 2 units of 250
MW thermal power generating unit and a 40 MW CHP unit
when using an AGC system is presented.

Fig. 3. Outline of case study with operation of a 120 MW wind-farm, 2 units
of 250 MW thermal power generating units and a 40 MW CHP unit,
implemented in DIgSILENT PowerFactory.
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A. Wind farm model
For a power system impact study, when the impact of an
entire wind farm to a power system is studied, a detailed
model of every individual wind turbine would require too
much calculation time [6]. In this simulation framework, an
aggregated wind farm model for long term power system
simulation is developed. The aggregated model of a windfarm with fixed speed squirrel-cage induction generators
(SCIG) is developed. The wind-farm should be modeled by
one equivalent model representing the entire wind-farm seen
from the point on common coupling. Because the speed
deviations between fixed speed wind generators in a wind
farm are only minor, a wind-farm built by fixed-speed wind
generators can be approximated by one equivalent induction
generator [7]. The wind speed differences between different
turbines in the park can be assumed to be small. Because the
speed is assumed to be the same at any turbine, one equivalent
pitch angle controller is sufficient for representing pitchcontrol in the aggregated model. In this simulation framework,
the typical mean speed wind model is applied for the
simulation in the case studies.
B. Power generating units model
A simplified model of a thermal power generating unit
which consists of power and frequency control, turbine
control and speed governor including dead-band, ramp rate
limiter has been developed. The unit response is mainly
determined by the rate limiter, while other model components
are used for a better fitting to the real response. The model has
been developed to be used for secondary control purpose, so it
has to deal with time constant greater than several seconds.
The main effect of the dead-band is a delay in the unit
response [8].
The most important effect in a unit’s dynamic is a load
change rate limiter in service in every generating unit. If the
input slope is lower than the rate limiter’s value, the output is
equal to the input. If it is higher, the output is a ramp of slope
equal to the rate limiter’s value. A dead-band is applied to
AGC power. If the absolute difference between AGC power
and demanded power is lower than the dead-band’s value, the
dead-band’s output for next control cycle is kept constant. If it
is higher, the dead-band’s output for next control cycle is
equal to the AGC power. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show a simplified
model of the thermal power generating unit and a model of the
speed governor with droop and dead-band of thermal a power
generating unit.
C. Combined Heat and Power (CHP) units model
An aggregated Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant
model as a group of local CHP units with power control is
developed. A simplified model of CHP unit which consists of
dead-band, ramp rate limiter has been modeled. The unit
response is mainly determined by the rate limiter, while other
model components are used for a better fitting to the response.
A group of CHP unit is not integrated within the AGC system,
therefore the spinning reserve can be ordered upon request.

Fig. 4. A simplified model of thermal power generating unit

Fig. 5. Model of speed governor in thermal power generating unit

V. CASE STUDIES
The project focuses on solving the power unbalance caused
by rapid fluctuations observed in the (offshore) wind-farms
and also to examine the ability of the secondary control of the
thermal power plants to reduce the affect caused by power
fluctuations generated from large wind-farms in the power
system.
In these case studies, the thermal generating unit 1 is
operated as a based unit; its production will not be changed in
any case, only the thermal generating unit 2 is operated in the
AGC system. The impacts of power fluctuations from large
scale wind power integration on power system with regard to
long term stability have been simulated in two study cases.
One is considering the primary and secondary controls of
the power system with thermal power generating unit, and
another is considering the power balancing with the spinning
reserve from CHP units. The simulation time step for the case
studies is one second. All models are implemented and
simulated using the power system analysis package
DIgSILENT PowerFactory.
A. Primary and Secondary Controls from Thermal
Generating Units
Fig. 6 presents the simulated response of the thermal power
generating unit with a load change. At t = 75 s., a load step of
10 MW is introduced, resulting in a generation step of the
same size within 20-30 s. The active power balance with
regard to the system stability and the ability of the secondary
control of the power plants to restore frequency back to its
nominal value caused by the power fluctuations from the large
wind-farms on the power system is demonstrated.
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This is illustrated in Fig. 7, showing a result of a simulation
verifying the performance of AGC system. At t = 30 s., a wind
speed drop from 12 m/s to 6m/s is introduced, resulting in a
loss of power generation from wind farm. A frequency drop is
initiated due to the loss of generation, leading to a primary
response of units. Secondary control adjusts the load set-point
of the generating unit and it restores frequency to its nominal
value (50 Hz.). From the simulated result, it can be observed
that the variations in wind power can be compensated by the
thermal generating units. Response of secondary control from
the thermal generating unit, restore frequency back to its
nominal value. Increasing of wind turbines in power system
would cause problem for the power balancing in the future.

In this case study, the CHP units are operating according to
market signal. Therefore, the CHP units are involved to
participate in the regulating market and contribute to the
power balance in the power system. Fig. 8 presents a
comparison of the simulation results between response of
secondary control, with the spinning reserve from CHP units
and response of secondary control, without the spinning
reserve from CHP units. At t = 30 s., a wind speed drop from
12 m/s to 7m/s is introduced, resulting in a loss of power
generation from wind farm. A frequency drop is initiated due
to the loss of generation, leading to a primary response of
units. Secondary control restores frequency to its nominal
value (50 Hz.). From Fig. 9, it can be observed that the CHP
unit provides a response much faster than a response of the
thermal power generating unit. Spinning reserve provided by
CHP units give better performance for the secondary control
to restore frequency back to the nominal value.

Fig. 6. Response of thermal power generating unit in MW (below) with a load
step (above).
Fig. 8. Comparison of the simulation results (system frequency in Hz.) a) with
the spinning reserve from CHP units (above) b) without the spinning reserve
from CHP units (below).

Fig. 7. System frequency (Hz), due to the response of secondary control from
thermal generating unit 2

B. Spinning Reserves from CHP units
The growing amount of installed wind power capacity
leads to increasing demand for regulating power [9]. A group
of local CHP units operating on the market term may give a
valuable contribution to solving the balancing problem. The
CHP unit, particularly simple-cycle gas turbines are capable of
the fastest response of all units in the utility systems, but since
they are typically used as peaking units they are seldom
equipped for operation under AGC.

Fig. 9. a) Response from Thermal unit 2 (in MW) (above), b) Spinning
reserve provided from CHP unit (in MW) (below)
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

VIII. BIOGRAPHIES

In this paper, the impacts of large scale wind power
integration on power system with regard to long-term stability
are discussed. A scheme of an AGC system with wind-farms
integration including secondary control on the conventional
generating units and the spinning reserve from CHP units is
investigated. The model of an AGC system with wind power
integration for dynamic power system simulation in order to
demonstrate the behaviour of long-term stability under the
dynamic behaviour of the wind power sources is presented.
Results from a simplified power system model simulation
are used to illustrate the performance of primary and
secondary controls to achieve active power balance with the
fluctuating wind power generated from wind-farm. The
comparison of the simulation results between the response of
secondary control with the spinning reserve from CHP units
and the response of secondary control without the spinning
reserve from CHP units is presented. Spinning reserve
provided by CHP units give better performance for the
secondary control to restore system frequency back to the
nominal value. With increasing amount of (offshore) windfarm, it may be critical to compensate for the power
fluctuation caused by large scale wind power. A sufficient
amount of regulating power (spinning reserve) for such power
fluctuation from wind farm would be one of the keys for
solving the power balancing problem.
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